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Abstract
Purpose:
Energy‐resolved CT using photon‐counting detectors has the potential to provide improved material
decomposition compared to dual‐kVp approaches. However, available photon‐counting detectors are
susceptible to pulse‐pileup artifacts, especially at the periphery of the field of view (FOV) where the object
attenuation is low compared to the center of the FOV. Pulse pileup may be avoided by imaging a region‐of‐

interest (ROI) where the dynamic range is expected to be limited. This work investigated performing material
decomposition and reconstructing ROI basis images from truncated energy‐resolved data.

Methods:
A method is proposed to reconstruct images of basis functions primarily contained within the ROI, such as
targeted or localized K‐edge contrast agents. Material decomposition is performed independently for each ray in
the sinogram, followed by filtered backprojection from the truncated data encompassing the ROI. A second
method is proposed that uses a prior conventional energy‐integrating image to estimate energy‐resolved data
outside the ROI. The measured and estimated energy‐resolved data are decomposed into basis projections and
merged into basis sinograms of the full FOV. Basis images of the ROI are then reconstructed through filtered
backprojection. This method is most easily applied to objects that do not contain K‐edge contrast agents outside
the ROI. Simulations of a voxelized thorax phantom with iodine in the blood pool and a detector with five energy
bins were performed. Full FOV, truncated, and truncated data merged with data estimated from the prior
energy‐integrating image were decomposed into Compton, photoelectric, and iodine basis functions. An
empirical weighting factor was determined to blend the merged sinogram at the boundary of the truncated
data. The effects of noise and misalignment in the prior image were also quantified. Basis images of the central
15 cm × 15 cm ROI containing the heart were reconstructed via filtered backprojection. Basis image accuracy
was quantified relative to gold‐standard basis images reconstructed from full FOV energy‐resolved data.

Results:
The error in the iodine basis image reconstructed from truncated energy‐resolved data without prior
information was less than 1% for the central 7 cm of the 7.5‐cm‐radius ROI and 3% at the edge of the ROI. When
the truncated and estimated basis sinograms were blended, the error was below 1% throughout the ROI for
photoelectric basis images and ranged from 1% at the center of the ROI to 4% at the edge for the Compton basis
image.

Conclusions:

The density of localized K‐edge contrast agents can be estimated to within 1% error using filtered back
projection without prior information. For noncontrast and localized‐contrast scans, ROI images of general basis
functions can be reconstructed to within a few percent error using a prior energy‐integrating image. The ability
to perform material decomposition for a limited ROI may facilitate energy‐resolved CT with available photon‐
counting detectors.

I. INTRODUCTION
Material decomposition in CT imaging has shown promise in numerous applications including the improved
depiction of the vessel lumen, single‐phase contrast scans, kidney stone characterization, and quantification of
fat and iron content in the liver.1–6 Material decomposition is possible when projections are acquired at multiple
energies, for example, by performing high and low kVp acquisitions.7 Energy‐resolving detectors, fabricated from
direct‐conversion semiconductors such as CdZnTe or CdTe, perform pulse‐height analysis with a series of
comparators to sort detected photons into discrete energy‐bins.8 Potential advantages of energy‐resolved CT
compared to dual‐kVp methods include the ability to decompose an object into more than two materials,
reduced spectral overlap, and simultaneous acquisition of multienergy data.9–12 Energy‐resolved CT recently
demonstrated feasibility of imaging targeted molecular K‐edge contrast agents, for example, to characterize
plaque composition.13,14
One challenge of photon‐counting energy‐resolved detection is the potential for pulse‐pileup effects caused by
limited count rates.15 For example, typical CT acquisitions require detected count rates as high as

109 photons/(mm2 s), while state‐of‐the art photon‐counting detectors provide rates of
107 photons/(mm2 s).12,16 Bowtie filtration reduces the detected flux toward the periphery of elliptical and
cylindrical objects; however, ideal bowtie filtration is difficult to achieve in practice. Therefore, available photon‐
counting detector technology may be susceptible to pulse‐pileup artifacts, especially toward the periphery of
the field of view (FOV).17 Several methods for improving the count rate of photon‐counting detectors are being
investigated, for example, smaller pixels and layered pixels.17,18 Methods were also proposed for correcting
pulse‐pileup effects.16,19,20
A previous study proposed reducing pulse‐pileup effects by acquiring truncated photon‐counting projection data
of a region‐of‐interest (ROI) for which the dynamic range is expected to be limited.21 A requirement of
conventional CT reconstruction is that the entire object must be imaged even if only a limited region will be
reconstructed. Advanced reconstruction algorithms were proposed to relax this constraint; however, the
algorithms are not applicable to all truncation cases.22–25 Theoretically, exact reconstruction of an interior ROI
from truncated projection data is possible with prior knowledge of a small region in the ROI.25 The algorithm
may become unstable for points in the ROI sampled by less than 180° of views. The previous study of ROI
photon‐counting CT used this tiny a priori algorithm to reconstruct conventional CT images (i.e., without
material decomposition).21 A modification of the tiny a priori algorithm was proposed that assumes knowledge
that a small region of the image is piecewise constant.26 The modified algorithm uses a combination of filtered
backprojection, total variation minimization, and differentiation‐backprojection onto convex sets to reconstruct
images.
While advanced reconstruction algorithms are one approach to ROI imaging, hardware solutions were also
proposed for acquiring conventional CT data within an ROI and reduced quality data outside the ROI.27–31 For
example, one study used a high‐resolution detector within the ROI and a lower resolution detector for the
remaining FOV.27 A different approach increased filtration to reduce dose outside the ROI.27,30 Commercial dual‐
source CT systems use one detector, that is, smaller than the FOV. Data from the smaller detector are
extrapolated using the full FOV projections, and material decomposition is performed after image
reconstruction.32 These ROI CT systems demonstrated that data reconstructed within the ROI were not
degraded by the increased noise or decreased resolution outside the ROI, due to the relatively local nature of
the convolution kernels used for filtered backprojection.
This study proposes acquiring truncated energy‐resolved CT data, performing material decomposition in
sinogram space, and reconstructing basis images for an ROI. We investigate one method for cases in which one
or more basis images are contained within the ROI, as may be possible with K‐edge contrast agents. Because
material decomposition is performed in sinogram space, the basis image with limited FOV can be reconstructed
from the truncated data without prior information. The second proposed method applies to material
decomposition for a general set of basis functions. The method acquires truncated energy‐resolved CT data for a
limited ROI, while acquiring conventional energy‐integrating data for the full FOV. The energy‐integrating data
are used as prior information for reconstructing basis images within the ROI. The prior energy‐integrating
method is most easily applied to noncontrast scans and objects with K‐edge contrast agents localized within the
ROI.
The two proposed methods of ROI material decomposition from truncated energy‐resolved data were studied
through simulations of a voxelized thorax phantom. The accuracy of the resulting basis images was quantified
relative to images obtained from full FOV energy‐resolved CT.

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS
II.A. Material decomposition
The attenuation coefficient of any material can be decomposed into two basis functions if x‐ray projections are
acquired at two or more energies. This is possible because two distinct energy‐dependent processes primarily
determine x‐ray attenuation in the diagnostic imaging range: Compton scatter and photoelectric
absorption.7 Common basis functions are the photoelectric and Compton attenuation functions or the
attenuation coefficient functions of two basis materials. The decomposed attenuation coefficient is represented
by Eq. (1)7,33

𝜇𝜇(𝐸𝐸 ) = 𝑐𝑐1 𝜇𝜇1 (𝐸𝐸 ) + 𝑐𝑐2 𝜇𝜇2 (𝐸𝐸 ),

(1)

where 𝜇𝜇1 and 𝜇𝜇2 are the basis functions and 𝑐𝑐1 and 𝑐𝑐2 are the coefficients representing the contribution of each
basis function. For example, if 𝜇𝜇1 and 𝜇𝜇2 represent the mass attenuation coefficients of two basis
materials, 𝑐𝑐1 and 𝑐𝑐2 represent the local density or concentration (g/cm3) of each basis material, respectively.
Previous work showed that an object can be decomposed into more than two materials, if the additional basis
functions are equal to the attenuation coefficient of materials with K‐edges in the acquired energy range and
projections are acquired at a number of energies equal to or greater than the number of basis functions.11,12 The
decomposition into two basis functions described in Eq. (1) can be expanded to multiple basis functions as
expressed in Eq. (2)

𝑀𝑀

𝜇𝜇(𝐸𝐸) = � 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 (𝐸𝐸),
𝑖𝑖=1

(2)
where 𝑀𝑀 is the number basis functions.

The unknown basis coefficients, 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 , are estimated by acquiring projection data at multiple energies and solving
the resulting nonlinear system of equations. The number of photons detected in 𝐵𝐵 energy bins for a ray 𝑡𝑡 can be
expressed as

𝑁𝑁1 = � 𝑁𝑁𝑜𝑜 (𝐸𝐸 ) exp �− � 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 � 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 (𝐸𝐸, 𝑡𝑡)𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡� 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,
𝐸𝐸1

𝑁𝑁2 = � 𝑁𝑁𝑜𝑜 (𝐸𝐸 ) exp �− � 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 � 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 (𝐸𝐸, 𝑡𝑡)𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡� 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,
⋮

(3)

𝐸𝐸2

𝑁𝑁𝐵𝐵 = � 𝑁𝑁𝑜𝑜 (𝐸𝐸 ) exp �− � 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 � 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 (𝐸𝐸, 𝑡𝑡)𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡� 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,
𝐸𝐸𝐵𝐵

where 𝐸𝐸𝑗𝑗 is the energy range of the jth bin and 𝑁𝑁𝑜𝑜 (𝐸𝐸) is the number of photons exiting the source at energy 𝐸𝐸. If
projections are acquired at more energy levels than the number of basis functions, the system of equations is
overdetermined and coefficients 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 can be estimated through least‐squares or statistical approaches.7,12,33 For

example, previous work successfully decomposed energy‐resolved CT data into Compton, photoelectric, iodine,
and gadolinium basis functions.11,12 Once the projection data at each view angle are decomposed into the basis
projections, basis images are reconstructed with conventional CT reconstruction algorithms.

II.B. ROI basis decomposition and reconstruction

Basis images can be reconstructed exactly from truncated data, if the contribution of the corresponding basis
function is zero outside of the truncated data. This is possible if material decomposition is performed
independently for each ray in the sinogram. Specifically, energy‐resolved data are collected in B energy bins for
all rays passing through the ROI containing the localized basis function. For each acquired ray, the projection
data from the B energy bins are decomposed into M basis sinograms. Basis images are then reconstructed from
the decomposed truncated sinograms using conventional methods, such as filtered backprojection. This method
would be appropriate for studies that require only information about the basis component of limited extent, for
example, studies quantifying the concentration of a localized material with a specific K‐edge.
For the more general case of arbitrary basis functions, we propose an algorithm for performing material
decomposition and reconstructing basis images for a limited ROI using prior energy‐integrating data from the
entire FOV. The steps of the proposed algorithm are illustrated in Fig. 1. Energy‐integrating detectors image the
full FOV, while energy‐resolving detectors with B energy‐bins image a smaller ROI. Images of the full FOV are
first reconstructed from the energy‐integrating data using a conventional reconstruction technique. The
resulting prior image is segmented based on Hounsfield unit (HU) values into K materials. A polyenergetic
forward projection is performed on the segmented volume to estimate data in the B energy bins of detectors
outside the ROI.

Figure 1. Proposed algorithm for reconstructing ROI basis images from truncated energy‐resolved CT data with
prior energy‐integrating data.
Material decomposition is performed on a ray‐by‐ray basis for both the measured projection data within the ROI
and the estimated energy‐resolved data outside the ROI. M basis sinograms encompassing the entire FOV are

then formed by merging the basis projections decomposed from the measured and estimated energy‐resolved
data. Blending the basis sinograms at the boundaries of the truncated data may be performed to reduce
discontinuities. Finally, M basis images are reconstructed from the decomposed sinograms using conventional
techniques (i.e., filtered backprojection).
Because material decomposition is performed independently for each ray, the error in the estimated energy‐
resolved data outside the ROI does not affect the decomposition into basis sinograms within the ROI. However,
the error in the estimated data outside the ROI is expected to introduce errors during ROI basis image
reconstruction. For objects with K‐edge contrast agents distributed across the FOV, this method requires
segmenting the contrast material in the prior energy‐integrating image in order to decompose contrast‐agent
basis functions. Because segmenting the contrast‐agent based on HU value may be challenging, the proposed
prior‐image method is most applicable to noncontrast acquisitions (e.g., kidney stone characterization) and for
estimating noncontrast basis functions for objects in which K‐edge contrast agents are localized within the ROI
(e.g., cardiac imaging and targeted tracers).

II.C. Simulation study
The feasibility of ROI basis image reconstruction with and without prior energy‐integrating data was investigated
through simulations. The accuracy of the resulting basis images was quantified relative to basis images
reconstructed from full FOV energy‐resolved CT data.

II.C.1. Phantom

A 2D female thorax phantom was generated from an axial slice of a previously acquired clinical CT dataset that
included iodinated contrast material. The CT image, composed of 512 × 512 pixels of size 0.566 mm × 0.566 mm,
was segmented by CT number into 22 materials representing eight tissue types, as listed in Table I. The HU
ranges for segmenting lung, adipose, water, muscle, and bone tissues were proposed by DeMarco et al.34 A
region encompassing the lung and heart was manually identified within the CT slice. Pixels in the heart and lung
with HU values greater than 280 were segmented into five concentrations of iodine, with iodine weight fractions
of 0.013, 0.019, 0.028, 0.036, and 0.049, resulting in the range of densities listed in Table I. The iodine weight
fractions were chosen empirically to match the HU values in the CT image. The resulting phantom is displayed in
Fig. 2. One bright region in the heart contained pixels with HU > 1500. These pixels were modeled as calcium in
order to introduce a task of differentiating iodine from calcium. All simulations assumed attenuation coefficients
from the XCOM database and tissue compositions from the ICRU 44 report.35,36
Table I. HU ranges used to segment a CT image into a voxelized phantom consisting of 22 materials representing
eight tissue types. The densities of the segmented materials are also listed. Voxels in the heart and lung with HU
values greater than 280 and 1500 HU were modeled as diluted iodine and calcium, respectively, while voxels
outside the heart and lung with HU > 280 were modeled as bone.
Air
Lung
Adipose
Water Muscle
Bone
Iodine
Calcium
Number of
1
6
2
1
2
6
5
1
materials
HU range
−2000 ⇔
−930 ⇔
−200 ⇔
−5 ⇔
5⇔
280 ⇔
280 ⇔
>1500
−930
−200
−5
5
280
1500
1500
Density
1.205 × 10−3
0.1 ⇔
0.88,
1.00
1.11,
1.53 ⇔
1.011 ⇔
2
3
(g/cm )
0.6
0.98
1.21
2.05
1.041

Figure 2. 2D voxelized phantom of a female thorax segmented into 22 materials as described in Table I.

II.C.2. Simulation specifications

Table II summarizes the specifications of the simulated CT system. The 120 kVp spectrum with 6 mm Al filtration
was generated using the SPEC78 software from the IPEM 78 report.37 The SPEC78 software also estimated ∼1E6
photons in the raw beam reaching the central detector pixel for a 200 mAs acquisition. This number of raw‐
beam photons was simulated for all detector pixels. The energy‐resolved detector was simulated with five
energy bins assuming ideal energy resolution and unlimited count rate. The energy‐bin ranges (Table II) were
selected heuristically and were not optimized. The boundary between the two lowest energy bins was set at the
K‐edge of Iodine.
Table II. Simulated system specifications.
Number of detector pixels
700
Pixel size
1 mm
Source‐to‐isocenter distance 50 cm
Source‐to‐detector distance 100 cm
Number of views
500
Spectrum
120 kVp, 6 mm Al
mAs
200
Energy‐bin ranges
(20–33), (34–41), (42–64), (65–95), (96–120) keV
A polyenergetic ray‐tracing algorithm based on the Siddon method was performed to simulate both energy‐
resolved and energy‐integrating data for the 700 detector pixels at 500 view angles over 360°.38 The source focal
spot was modeled as a point, while each detector was modeled with an aperture of 1 mm. For each detector
pixel and each energy between 20 and 120 keV in 1 keV increments, five rays were forward‐projected from the
point source and averaged at the detector to reduce aliasing effects. For both detector types, only noise due to
photon‐counting statistics was modeled.

II.C.3. Material decomposition and reconstruction

Material decomposition into basis functions was performed in sinogram space using maximum likelihood
estimation.12 For each ray, the algorithm finds the coefficients [ci in Eq. (3)] that maximize the likelihood of
obtaining the measured data. The decomposition algorithm assumed ideal knowledge of the energy spectrum,

which in practice would be estimated through calibration methods.39,40 Basis images and energy‐integrating
images were reconstructed with a filtered backprojection algorithm onto 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm pixels using an
apodized ramp filter with 8 cm−1 cutoff. Beam hardening correction was not performed for the energy‐
integrating reconstruction. For all simulations, basis images reconstructed from energy‐resolved data
encompassing the full FOV (700 detector pixels) were used as a gold standard.

II.C.4. ROI basis decomposition and reconstruction

The truncated and full FOV energy‐resolved sinograms were decomposed into three basis functions selected to
isolate iodine based on its K‐edge: the Klein Nishima equation representing Compton scatter, E−3 representing
photoelectric effect, and the mass attenuation coefficient of iodine. The projection data from the 300 central
detector pixels of the energy‐resolved data were extracted to represent a truncated acquisition covering a ∼15
cm diameter ROI. The iodine basis image, which was primarily contained within the ROI, was reconstructed
directly from the truncated iodine basis sinogram. An image of the full FOV was reconstructed from the
simulated energy‐integrating data to serve as a prior image. Reconstruction of the photoelectric and Compton
basis images from truncated data was performed using the prior image to estimate energy‐resolved data
outside the ROI. The reconstruction algorithm proposed in Sec. II B and illustrated in Fig. 1 was implemented by
first segmenting the prior energy‐integrating image based on HU value. To understand the effects of
segmentation on the algorithm, the prior image was segmented into three materials (air, water, and bone) and
six materials (air, lung, adipose, water, muscle, and bone), using the HU ranges listed in Table III.
Table III. HU ranges used to segment the prior energy‐integrating image in step 2 of the proposed
reconstruction algorithm (Fig. 1).
Air
Lung
Adipose
Water
Muscle
Six materials
HU range
−2000 ⇔
−930 ⇔
−200 ⇔
−5 ⇔ 5
5⇔
−930
−200
−5
280
Density
1.21 × 10−3
0.30
0.92
1.00
1.16
3
(g/cm )
Three
HU range
−2000 ⇔
N/A
N/A
−200 ⇔
N/A
materials
−200
280
Density
1.21 × 10−3
N/A
N/A
1.00
N/A
(g/cm3)

Bone
>280
1.92
>280
1.92

Energy‐resolved data were estimated for each energy bin of every detector pixel by forward projecting the
segmented prior image at 500 view angles using the Siddon ray‐tracing algorithm.38 For each detector pixel, the
forward‐projector modeled one ray connecting the source to the center of the pixel. For each pixel and energy
bin, a monoenergetic forward projection was performed assuming the average energy of the bin, which could be
calculated in practice from the spectrum estimated for material decomposition.39,40 The forward projection also
assumed the average attenuation of the segmented materials within the energy bin and an incident number of
photons equal to the raw‐beam photons detected in the bin, as could be measured by a flat field acquisition.
Overall, the prior image was forward‐projected with coarser spatial and energy sampling than the original
phantom.
The estimated and measured energy‐resolved projection data were decomposed into Compton and
photoelectric sinograms. Basis sinograms encompassing the full FOV were estimated by merging the 300 central
pixels of basis sinograms from measured energy‐resolved data with the basis sinograms estimated at the
periphery of the detector (i.e., 200 pixels of estimated data on each side of the 300 pixels of measured data).
The following method was investigated for blending the measured data inside the ROI with the data estimated
outside the ROI. Energy‐resolved data were estimated from the prior image and basis decomposition performed

for the 20 edge pixels within and at the boundaries of the truncated data. For each row of each basis sinogram,
the ratio of measured to estimated data was calculated and the median ratio value estimated across the 20
pixels inside and at the left edge of the truncated data. The median ratio was also calculated for the 20 pixels
inside and at the right edge of the truncated data. The resulting median ratios served as separate weighting
factors for the estimated data on the left and right sides of the truncated data for each row in each basis
sinogram. To blend the merged sinograms, the 200 pixels of basis sinograms estimated from the energy‐
integrating data on each side of the truncated data were multiplied by the corresponding weighting factor for
each row of each sinogram.
Basis sinograms from full FOV energy‐resolved data, truncated energy‐resolved data, and truncated energy‐
resolved data merged and blended with the estimated data (using three‐ and six‐material segmentation), were
reconstructed into basis images of the 15 cm × 15 cm central ROI. The absolute error between basis images
reconstructed from truncated data and images reconstructed from full FOV data was calculated for the central
horizontal row in the ROI. Because the pixel values vary by orders of magnitude between the three basis images,
the percent error was calculated for each basis image by normalizing the absolute error by the mean value of a
defined structure in each basis image. Figure 3 illustrates the selected structures of interest. For example, the
region labeled A in Fig. 3 is located in the heart muscle and is expected to be depicted primarily in the Compton
basis image because of its relatively low atomic number. Therefore, the absolute error in the Compton basis
image was normalized by the mean Compton basis image value in the heart muscle region (region A). Similarly,
the mean values in regions C (calcification) and B (blood pool) normalized the error in the photoelectric and
iodine basis images, respectively. The percent error was then plotted for each basis image as a function of
distance to the center of the ROI. The noise standard deviation in regions within the ROI was also compared for
all methods.

Figure 3. Regions in the heart used to normalize the error between the gold‐standard and ROI basis images. The
mean value in region A (heart muscle) normalized the Compton basis images, region B (blood pool) normalized
iodine basis images, and region C (calcification) normalized photoelectric basis images.
The effects of noise in the prior energy‐integrating image on the ROI basis images were examined by simulating
a low‐dose energy‐integrating acquisition with the number of photons reduced by a factor of 200. The
reconstructed low‐dose energy‐integrating image was then segmented into six materials (Table III) and forward‐
projected to estimate energy‐bin data outside the ROI. The effect of misalignment between the prior energy‐
integrating and energy‐resolved acquisitions was investigated by translating the energy‐integrating image by 1
cm in each of the in‐plane directions prior to segmentation into six materials and forward projection.

III. RESULTS

Figure 4 displays the reconstructed energy‐integrating image that served as prior information for the proposed
reconstruction algorithm. Figure 4 also displays the prior‐image segmented into six and three materials using the
HU ranges listed in Table III. These segmented images were forward‐projected to estimate energy‐resolved data
at the periphery of the ROI.

Figure 4. (a) Energy‐integrating image used as prior information for estimating energy‐resolved data outside the
ROI. The prior image was segmented into (b) six materials and (c) three materials using the ranges listed in
Table III.
Figure 5 compares the central 15 cm × 15 cm ROI of iodine basis images reconstructed from full FOV energy‐
resolved data and truncated energy‐resolved data. The gold‐standard basis image of the full FOV is also
displayed in order to depict the spatial extent of the basis function. Figure 6 plots the percent error as a function
of distance from the center of the ROI for the iodine basis images. As seen in Figs. 5 and 6, the iodine basis
image is primarily contained within the ROI, resulting in negligible truncation artifacts. The error in the truncated
iodine basis image (Fig. 6) was less than 1% for the central 7 cm of the 7.5‐cm‐radius ROI and 3% at the edge of
the ROI.

Figure 5. A comparison of iodine basis images reconstructed from gold‐standard full FOV energy‐resolved data
(700 detector pixels) and truncated data (300 detector pixels). All images were reconstructed by filtered
backprojection. The first column displays the FOV, while the remaining columns display the central 15 cm × 15
cm ROI.

Figure 6 Percent error plotted as a function of distance from the center of the ROI for iodine basis images
reconstructed from truncated data.
Figure 7 compares the central 15 cm × 15 cm ROI of Compton and photoelectric basis images reconstructed from
full FOV energy‐resolved data, truncated energy‐resolved data, and truncated energy‐resolved data merged and
blended with data estimated from the prior energy‐integrating image (three‐material segmentation). Similar
images were obtained using the six‐material segmentation. Figures 8 and 9 plot the percent error as a function
of distance from the center of the ROI for the Compton and photoelectric basis images, respectively.

Figure 7. A comparison of Compton and photoelectric basis images reconstructed from gold‐standard full FOV
energy‐resolved data (700 detector pixels), truncated data (300 detector pixels), and truncated data merged
with data estimated from the prior energy‐integrating data with and without blending (three‐material
segmentation). The first column displays the FOV, while the remaining columns display the central 15 cm × 15
cm ROI.

Figure 8. Percent error plotted as a function of distance from the center of the ROI for Compton basis images
reconstructed from truncated data and truncated data merged (with and without blending) with data estimated
from the prior energy‐integrating image segmented into three and six materials.

Figure 9. Percent error plotted as a function of distance from the center of the ROI for photoelectric basis
images reconstructed from truncated data and truncated data merged (with and without blending) with data
estimated from the prior energy‐integrating image segmented into three and six materials.
Figure 7 demonstrates that the Compton and photoelectric basis images have contributions throughout the
FOV. This causes artifacts in basis images reconstructed from truncated data, including cupping and ringing, with
a large artifact at the ROI boundary. Merging the truncated basis sinograms with data estimated outside the ROI
reduced the truncation artifacts in the photoelectric and Compton basis images, although cupping, ringing, and
boundary artifacts are still visible in Figs. 7–9. The residual cupping is caused by error in the estimated energy‐
bin data outside the ROI, while ringing is caused by the sharp discontinuity at the boundary of the ROI. Blending
the estimated and measured basis sinograms using the empirically determined weighting factors reduced both
the cupping and ringing artifacts. For example, the error in the Compton basis image reconstructed from
truncated energy‐resolved data ranged from 20% at the center of the ROI to several hundred percent at the
edge of the ROI. When the Compton basis sinogram was merged and blended with the data estimated from the
prior image (six‐material segmentation), the error decreased to 1% at the center, 2% at 5 cm, and 4% at the
edge of the ROI. In the photoelectric basis image, truncated data resulted in error ranging from 1% at the center
to 20% at the edge. Merging and blending the truncated data with the estimated data reduced the error to less
than 1% across the ROI. All decomposition and reconstruction methods successfully separated calcium from
iodine. The standard deviation measured in regions labeled A and B in Fig. 3 varied by less than 1% between
images reconstructed from gold‐standard and merged/blended truncated energy‐resolved CT data.
Figure 10 displays the difference between Compton basis images estimated from standard‐dose and low‐dose
prior energy‐integrating images. Both basis images were reconstructed after segmenting the energy‐integrating
image into six materials. The percent error between the blended and gold‐standard Compton and photoelectric
basis images is also plotted in Fig. 10 for reconstructions using the standard and low‐dose energy‐integrating
prior images. Figure 10 demonstrates noise and differences in mean pixel values outside the ROI, but relatively
low error within the ROI. The error plot indicates that the low‐dose energy‐integrating image reduced the error
in the Compton basis image to 1%–3% and had negligible effect on the photoelectric image. The differences in
mean pixel value within the ROI occurs because the median HU value of lung tissue in the energy‐integrating
image was −860 compared to a noise standard deviation of 226 HU for the low‐dose image. Because the lower
threshold for segmenting lung tissue was −930 (Table III), a large number of lung voxels in the noisy prior image
were segmented as air, which affected the estimated energy‐bin data outside the ROI. For this object, the
overall result was a reduction in error, although in other cases the error may increase. The noise standard

deviation in the ROI basis images varied by less than 0.1% for images reconstructed using standard and low‐dose
prior images.

Figure 10. (Left) Difference image between Compton basis images reconstructed using standard and low‐dose
prior energy‐integrating images. (Right) Percent error plotted as a function of distance from the center of the
ROI for Compton and photoelectric basis images reconstructed with data estimated from the standard and low‐
dose prior energy‐integrating images.
Figure 11 displays the difference image between the Compton basis images reconstructed using estimates from
aligned and misaligned prior energy‐integrating images along with a plot of percent error within the ROI. The
results demonstrate a negligible effect of the 1 cm misalignment on the ROI basis images.

Figure 11. (Left) Difference image between Compton basis images reconstructed using aligned and misaligned
prior energy‐integrating images. (Right) Percent error plotted as a function of distance from the center of the
ROI for Compton and photoelectric basis images reconstructed with data estimated from aligned and misaligned
prior energy‐integrating images.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper investigated material decomposition and basis image reconstruction for a limited ROI from truncated
energy‐resolved CT data. Feasibility was demonstrated for quantifying the local density (i.e., concentration) of
iodinated contrast material in the heart with 1% error using truncated energy‐resolved data and filtered
backprojection without prior information. ROI reconstruction from truncated data is possible because material
decomposition is performed in sinogram space, with each ray decomposed independently. In addition to cardiac
studies with blood‐pool contrast agents, this method may be appropriate for quantifying the uptake of targeted
K‐edge contrast agents.

In the second proposed method, a prior energy‐integrating image estimated energy‐resolved data outside the
ROI in order to reconstruct basis images, which may extend across the FOV. The results demonstrated that when
the truncated basis sinograms were merged and blended with basis sinograms estimated outside the ROI, the
reconstructed error was less than 1% for the photoelectric basis images and ranged from 1% to 4% for the
Compton basis image. The results indicate a factor of 2 reduction in error when the prior image is segmented
into six materials compared to three materials.
This paper used the prior energy‐integrating image to estimate Compton and photoelectric basis images for an
object with K‐edge contrast agent primarily localized within the ROI. The algorithm could be similarly applied to
noncontrast scans, for example, when characterizing kidney stone composition. Reconstructing K‐edge material
basis images when the contrast agent is present outside the ROI would be challenging with this algorithm
because segmentation of the contrast‐agent based on HU value may not be feasible.
This study investigated several sources of error in the acquisition, segmentation, and forward projection of the
prior energy‐integrating image. The 1%–4% error in basis image value presented in our results was obtained by
forward projecting the prior image with a coarse spectrum model consisting of the average energy in each bin,
which is expected to be fairly robust to variations in the spectrum. The energy‐integrating data were not
corrected for beam hardening; therefore, the results include segmentation errors due to beam hardening
artifacts. Noise in the energy‐integrating image did not affect noise in the ROI basis images but did cause
changes in the mean reconstructed values due to the nonlinear thresholding and segmentation step. However,
even with an energy‐integrating image acquired at 1/200th of the photon fluence of the energy‐resolved
acquisition, these effects produced errors on the order of 1%–3%. Overall, the noise study suggests that the
prior energy‐integrating can be acquired at low‐dose with minimal impact to the reconstructed ROI basis
images. The results also demonstrated negligible impact of a 1 cm misalignment between the energy‐integrating
and energy‐resolved acquisition. In practice, some registration will likely be performed, and these results
suggest that the accuracy requirements of this registration may be low. In summary, these results indicate that
the reconstructed ROI basis images were accurate to within a few percent, including cases that modeled errors
in the prior energy‐integrating image.
This study assumed an ideal energy‐resolved detector. In practice, energy‐resolved detectors may be susceptible
to nonidealities including limited energy resolution, spectrum tailing, and errors in the detector
thresholds.11,16,41 Pulse‐pileup effects may occur despite the truncated acquisition. These detector nonidealities
will impact material decomposition accuracy equally for complete and truncated data, as the decomposition is
performed independently for each ray. Detector nonidealities may increase the difference between measured
energy‐resolved data and data estimated from the prior energy‐integrating image, which may introduce errors
in the reconstructed ROI basis images. The accuracy of ROI material decomposition in the presence of realistic
detector effects requires further study including demonstration of experimental feasibility.
In practice, the prior energy‐integrating image could be acquired concurrently with the truncated energy‐
resolved data, for example, by using a dual‐source scanner or a system with a conventional detector combined
with a smaller energy‐resolved detector offset in the slice direction. Alternatively, the two scans could be
acquired at different times. For example, the ROI energy‐resolved CT scan could be performed following a
diagnostic conventional CT scan. These potential acquisition methods are susceptible to misalignment of the
energy‐integrating and energy‐resolved data due to patient motion and positioning and would likely require
registration. The truncated region for avoiding pulse‐pileup effects could potentially be identified through scout
projections, although feasibility of this method requires further study. The two cases simulated in this study
assumed a central ROI, as would be appropriate for cardiac imaging. The physical implementation would be
more challenging for an offset ROI. One approach is to reposition the patient to center the ROI. A second

approach is to move a collimator and potentially the detector in a sinusoidal translational pattern during gantry
rotation.
In summary, this work investigated reconstructing basis images in a limited ROI from truncated energy‐resolved
CT data. The study demonstrated that the density of localized K‐edge contrast agents can be estimated to within
1% error using filtered backprojection without prior information. Images of general basis functions in the case of
localized‐contrast or noncontrast scans can be reconstructed with 1% error at the center of the ROI and 1%–4%
error at the edge of the ROI using a prior energy‐integrating image. Acquiring energy‐resolved data for a limited
ROI may avoid the count‐rate limitations of available photon‐counting detectors.
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